Sample

Medical Colleague
Questionnaire
Marking Instructions

Assessed Physician's Name: Dr.

Please indicate your answer by filling in the bubbles
like this,
not like x or . Thank you!

•

Your Name: Dr.

Interpretation of the Rating Scale
This form is used by a variety of physicians' colleagues,
therefore, not all of the following items may be relevant
or applicable to you. If any of these items are NOT
relevant or applicable to you, mark these "Unable to
Assess/Not Applicable".

How would you describe your professional relationship to
this physician (select one)?
Peer (similar practice)
Consultant
Referring Physician

Please rate your colleague on each of the performance
statements listed according to the following scale.

Other

How well do you know this physician (mark one)?
Not at All

Not Well

Somewhat

Well

Very Well

Compared to other physicians I know, this one is:
Among
the Worst

Bottom
Half

Average

Top
Half

Among
the Best

1

2

3

4

5

Unable to
Assess/Not
Applicable

UA/NA

1. Selects diagnostic tests appropriately
2. Makes the correct diagnosis in a timely fashion
3. Considers an adequate differential diagnosis
4. Selects appropriate treatments
5. Performs technical procedures skillfully within the range of
services provided by this physician
6. Handles emergency situations effectively
7. Addresses psychosocial aspects of illness
8. Admits to hospital appropriately

10. Handles transfer of care appropriately
11. Connects patients with available patient resources appropriately
12. Accepts an appropriate share of the work

E
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9. Refers patients appropriately

Sample

Compared to other physicians I know, this one is:

13. Works at a reasonable pace
14. Arrives for work on time
15. Transfers appropriate workload at end of duty
16. Communicates effectively with patients and families
(or caregivers)
17. Communicates effectively with other health care professionals
18. Develops quality medical records
19. Medical records are legible
20. Maintains confidentiality of patients and their families
21. Shows compassion for patients and their families
22. Accepts responsibility for own professional actions
23. Manages own stress effectively
24. Recognizes his/her own limitations
25. Participates in professional development
26. Utilizes the medical literature to optimize clinical decision
making
27. Facilitates the learning of medical colleagues and co-workers
28. Exhibits professional and ethical behavior towards physician
colleagues
29. Respects the personal values of patients
30. Provides valuable advice to colleagues when approached about
difficult clinical decisions
31. If a member of my own family needed care, I would consider
this physician
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Among
the Worst

Bottom
Half

Average

Top
Half

1

2

3

4

Among
Unable to
the Best Assess/Not
Applicable

5

UA/NA

